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Activating Intellectualism



I



Tejas Mehta [email protected]



n 2014, SheetalSathe– a folk singer and Dalit rights activist associated with Kabir Kala Manch, was forced to cancel her address at Malhar Conclave, due to threats by the Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad (ABVP), a student’s political organization. According to Simiran Lalwani, Organizer-in-Charge Conclave (2014), “The (party’s) letter perceived SheetalSathe as a ‘national threat’ and in the spirit of wanting to stop anti-national activities, their letter asked us to cancel the event; otherwise they would be free to follow their ‘course of action’”. The institutional emphasis on neutrality: According to sources involved in various festivals of St. Xavier’s, in recent years the college has declined permission to invite political personalities like Shashi Tharoor, Yogendra Yadav, P Chidambaram, Dr. Manmohan Singh and Jay Panda from giving guest lectures. According to the Principal, Dr. Agnelo Menezes, this was done to maintain an atmosphere of neutrality on campus. “In academic spaces, my idea of activism is that it should not be partisan; and if you want an academic space to be neutral then I don’t think you should have any kind of icons or political spokespersons coming onto campus” he says adding that politically active students are free to interact with politicians outside campus premises. In January 2016, while colleges across the



country protested and debated over the JNU controversy, Xavier’s remained totally insulated. Even when certain students showed the desire to participate, they were encouraged to do so but outside college, without the college banner. The question however is that does neutrality



Illustration by Avinash Nongrum



dictate that students should not be exposed to any kind of political influence (either from the right or left – or anywhere in between)? Clarifying, Dr. Menezes says, “I don’t think academics and student activism is a toxic mix, (in fact) they are a tonic mix. It actually helps students to acquire empirical evidence of what they are studying. But I would like to explain an activist as someone who is intellectually engaged in political thought.” He further adds that when thought deteriorates into violence, the person is not intellectually active but is superficially engaged with a political ideology or party. “This is where dialogue, debate and deliberations take place. These three D’s aren’t present in the current form of activism.”



Reintroduction of elections: A curious student might have noticed that selections, rather than elections are held for any student-held post in college. Reason? Student elections have been disallowed as per the Maharashtra Universities Act 1994. The central reasoning for that ruling was, a spate of law and order problems caused due to student politics, including the murder of Owen D’souza, a student representative of the National Students Union of India. Interestingly, this clampdown on student council elections across Maharashtra, was reversed by the state government on 8th of December last year (2016), with the passage of the new Maharashtra Public Universities Act. This implies, that student council elections will soon be held, after a sabbatical of more than two decades. Voicing caution Critics of this move fear that the policy reversal would reopen a can of worms and lead to politicization of academics. They argue it could lead to political parties entering and violating the intellectual freedom in a campus. Fr. Arun, Professor of Sociology, voices this worry regarding politicization. “It (reintroduction of student politics) will make a difference in the sense that political parties, will try and co-opt these students. But I am not too sure if it is for the good. For the good would mean that the student is independent to think for himself irrespective of these parties trying to take control of the situation,” he says. Continued onPage 3.



The Cleanliness Committee Sharvari Patwardhan [email protected] Cluttered plates. Splotched daal. A disarray of objects. When in such an untidy environment, do not be petrified if students sporting unfamiliar badges march up to you and ask you to clean up your mess, or stranger still, do so themselves! These students are part of the newly established ‘Cleanliness Committee’, which was inspired by the Sociology Department’s Cleanliness Drive which works in co-operation with the college’s Discipline committee. The co-ordinator of the committee is Ms. Madhuri Raijada, Vice-Principal, Arts. , who



Photograph by Bibhushan Sharma



took on the initiative with support from the rector



and the principal.(works in co operation with the discipline committee) The committee was selected at the discretion of Ms. Raijada, and includes a team of five members.A set of volunteers is entrusted to each member every week who then assigns them specific areas to look after, at certain timings as per their college lecture schedules. Currently, five main areas are being targeted- the foyer, the arches, the green shed, the volleyball court and the woods. Volunteers work for 1-2 hours a day, keeping watch over their allotted area, au vigilante,on the and lookout for anyone having meals in prohibited areas or leaving dirty plates behind. Continued onPage 6.
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I



From The Editor’s Desk



n probably the most stirring scene of the film, the Indian national anthem starts to play at a distance, softly, but loud enough to leave the protagonist over-whelmed and teary eyed. On the other side of the screen, my fellow movie goers sprung up on their feet with a patriotic jolt – a sentiment absent at the beginning of the very same film, when the screen asked the reluctant auditorium to stand up for the very same national anthem. In a lesson, that ‘Dangal’ had probably less than intended to convey, the said incident at my last movie outing, simply goes to show how minute a role legislation and rules play with behavior that demands innate passion. In their ill-planned attempts to streamline thought and consequent behavior, authority often ends up choking expressions of passion and critique – however heartfelt or constructive they may be, respectively. To my developing sense, with almost all paths we tread on choked with such rules, Dreams seem to be the only medium devoid of such suffocation (yet). Where aspirations seldom stand defeated. Dreams that birth fertile thought. Dreams that nurture creativity. Dreams similar to a man’s that aspired to unite people across social barriers in a Negro spiritual or the one that inspires people to don white helmets



Dear XPress team,



and hope of peace and humanity in the face of barbarism. *** Well, the delayed January 2017 issue of the Xavier’s Press presents to its readers a potpourri of articles ranging from the lack of political activism on campus to a tale of pure passion two Goan brothers share for music. Tejas Mehta talks about activating intellectualism on campus and questions whether the lack of political activism on campus really is the propaganda mechanism we make it to be. The newly formed cleanliness committee finds a spot in this issue in SharvariPatwardhan’s article. Mignonne Dsouza explains the structure and working of the Women’s Development Cell whereas the KarishmaD’Mello’s article presents a discussion on the elusive Ithaka festival theme this year. In concluding hope, may one word here and another there give you the meter-long push to dream.As vividly as a recent melody puts it, a bit of madness is always key. Who knows where the colours will lead us! - Lesley Amol Simeon Editor - In - Chief



Letters To The Editor



The last issue of the Xavier’s Press was beautifully collated. I’m particularly glad about the article on the Commerce Section of St. Xavier’s – about its changing dynamics and the student’s perspective about the same. For me and probably for other readers who felt the same, what would prove even more interesting a read is a full circle with respect to writing about the said topic. Would it be possible for the Press to possibly write about the opinion and perspectives of the faculty of the Commerce section? The Xavier’s Press has in the past interviewed members of the Arts, Science and other faculty of the college and featured columns penned by them. Maybe the upcoming issues could feature faculty members of the Commerce section, where they could speak of what they hope for their students, their apprehensions, a human interest story or anything that fits best, to uncover more facets of the faculty. Perhaps what is it that they seek the most or hope to achieve when they enter their classrooms, etc. It would make for a really interesting read.



Regards,  Radhika Shetty BMS (batch of 2016)



ERRATA The first paragraph of the article titled ‘Commerce Cooperation’ on Page 5 ended abruptly. The error is regretted.



WRITE TO US Let us know what you thought of this issue. Write to us about your opinions, suggestions and what you love\ hate about this issue of the XPress ‘16 at [email protected]
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ENGAGE Get To Know: Women’s Development Cell



Neil Nagwekar and Mignonne D’Souza [email protected]



Formation In keeping with the mandatory requirement of the University and every employable organization, St. Xavier’s College founded the Women’s Development Cell (WDC) during Fr. Frazer’s tenure.According to the WDC Notice board opposite the Economics Department, its objectives include to sensitize and promote women empowerment, to prevent abuse and to address sexual harassment in college. The WDC remains open to complaints from either gender, despite its inflexible titling which was a result of recurrent female issues. “In our college, we were looking at calling it a Gender Cell, because we felt harassment was both ways. But the constituted name and requirement is a mandatory rule. Nevertheless, we can deal with incidents against either gender,” says Ms. Linda Dhakul, convener of the WDC. Members The people involved in the cell are all faculty members, except for one student representative. The cell attempts to have such an amalgamation in order to make it more accessible. If an aggrieved person is not comfortable writing a letter, they may speak to the member they may be most comfortable with. Procedural characteristics Students and staff – teaching and non-teaching – can approach the WDC in the event of any kind of verbal, physical and emotional harassment. The complainant needs to draft a written letter, and drop it in the WDC Grievance Box opposite the Economics Department. The letter needs to bear details on when and how the incident took place,



Continued from Page 1.



Illustration by Nikita Fernandes



and it must also mention if the aggrieved party wishes to pursue matters or not.The letter should include the name of the complainant since the Cell does not entertain anonymous complaints. On receiving a complaint, Ms. Dhakul contacts the Principal, who then constitutes a committee of three people to look into the matter. After thorough discussions with the complainant about the incident, the person accused of the harassment is summoned. In the inquiry that follows, both the parties



are allowed to present their case. With absolute confidentiality promised, apart from members of the formed committee, other members of the WDC are not made aware of the people involved. Reports and recommendations are maintained throughout the procedure and the Principal takes the final call, in conjunction with the committee appointed. In some cases, the accused may be suspended. Since its formation, the WDC hasn’t received any serious cases of harassment. Since the role of the cell is relative to a case of harassment reported, there is no definite office space assigned to the cell. Activities so far In 2012, an event was held to educate the first year students about the Cell. The WDC has also organised a number of self-defence workshops and last year they collaborated with the Student Council to install the sanitary napkin vending machines in the ladies washroom. The WDC conducted a ‘Gender Sensitisation Program’ by the law group She Says. Throughout last semester, similar awareness sessions were held in classrooms as a part of the SPC course in all the departments.Apart from this,awareness sessions were also held on using apps in unsafe situations; that an FIR should be lodged where the act has occurred, not in the area of residence, how to access and seek help from a psychologist, a hospital for help, etc. “I think the cell has progressed.We don’t want to sit and watch harassment, we want to know what to do about it. The presentations conducted were very interesting and it created a lot of awareness in college,” adds Ms. Dhakul.



Activating Intellectualism



However, he believes that a certain amount of politics is necessary, as it promotes critical thought. He adds,“In order to see students as questioning, thinking human beings, you have to allow some amount of politics and the point really is how to bring a balance.” Indeed, bringing a balance is the hardest challenge. A system where students only mould themselves to study for the next exam, without indulging in some form of free thought is myopic. But the other extreme is when students run amok, causing anarchy – the murder of the NSUI activist is a poignant example. In this sense, both schools of thought are problematic – while the former might lead to a generation of apathetic students, the latter might lead to creation of brainwashed ideological fundamentalists. And then, there is the worry that student politics would impose rigid ideology on impressionable minds. Richa Ribello, Chairperson, Economics Circle voices such an opinion. “When you build an ideology at a young



age- you are moulding a mind that is not willing to change.” she says. Why we need it However, Lalwani who now studies Development and Labour Studies at JNU contends that if students study, and develop critical thinking skills, they cannot get brainwashed. In fact, it is the political apathy that worries her more. But what could be the reason for this lackadaisicalness amongst students, especially among Xavierites? According to her, lack of heterogeneity in classrooms is one reason. “When you are in Xavier’s- the demographic composition, is limited to one class of society. It is very convenient when you lead a comfortable life to say that you are above politics,”she says. Another reason for this indifference could be the constant flurry of festivals throughout the year. In fact, many even go as far to say that festivals were promoted to ensure that students did not feel the vacuum of student politics. While Fr. Arun does not think that festivals were designed to be such a propaganda tool, he does not deny their deleterious



effects either. He says, “I don’t think that people sat down and planned it this way. But the impact has been definite. Unfortunately, what happens is that – festivals are very time consuming. People get caught up in the artificial world and they stop thinking.”Seen in this light, the reintroduction of student politics may help shrug off the culture of apathy, and usher in greater political awareness. The impact remains uncertain: Ribello believes students should yearn for such an experience. ” I don’t think activism has to come out of political bend – or ideology. Intellectualism and activism go hand in hand and activism needs to feed off this intellectualism and not the other way round”. Indeed, honing such critical thought is one of the primary aims of education. And, through this reintroduction, in its intellectual form – curbed of its incendiary influences- students may find a safe space, to develop their inchoate ideas into something far more meaningful than either small talk of apathetic brats or meaningless sloganeering of rogue rabble rousers.
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COLLEGE NEWS M.C.G.M. Reply Greets Xavier’s



Lesley Simeon [email protected]



The Office of the Assistant Commissioner ‘A’



ward of the Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai, in its reply to the concern voiced by students regarding perverts in the Metro and CST subways and the consequent coverage in



a Mumbai tabloid, has penned a letter which attempts to drop amusing hints concerning the matter. You play judge.



COLLEGE NEWS
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Ithaka Theme Changes: A Sign Of Things To Come?



I



Neil Nagwekar and Karishma D’Mello [email protected]



thaka, the official theatre festival of the English Literature department of St. Xavier’s College was held on the 8th, 9th and 10th of December, 2016, under the theme ‘Journey Within’. However, it is within reason to suggest that Journey Within may not be the original theme of the festival. On 8th Julyof last year, the Ithaka Facebook page had opened play and sketch submissions under the theme, Ecological Conservation. The post went on to state, that‘Scripts and proposals on the theme of conservation will be preferred, other merits being equal.’ Sasha Mahuli, Ithaka Head of Content elaborated, “The original idea was to bring awareness in terms of the environment, which Photograph by Ithaka PnD



we are [did] doing with our sketches.”The plays Amaterasu and Elysium Lost embodied the saidtheme. The marketed theme however i.e.Journey Within appeared to be juxtaposed with the environment and the awareness of a general creative journey. In addition to a pro-environmental theme, Ithaka also collaborated with the NGO Pehchaan, and collected books and stationery from donation.“Other than this, we ran a second campaign in collaboration with NSPA [National Streets for Performing Arts],” said Ithaka PR Head, Sanjana Menon. St. Xavier’s College is widely known for its social cause programs. But of late, the message is apparently being relayed through college fests more often than not. Earlier in 2016, Ithaka had convened a think-tankto discuss and debate themes for the fest. According to one of the members on the committee, they were informed thatthe principal wanted environmental conservation as one of the themes. “However, since environmental conservation was too restrictive a theme when it comes to plays, we decided to expand,” the source went on. Sasha Mahuli appeared to validate this. “Ithaka in general is a platform for art, and I didn’t want to box plays into [thematic] categories, saying that it was entirely going to be about the environment, or about politics.I wanted to have a motley bunch of plays.” To diffuse confusion, this is not an obligation



isolated to Ithaka. This year’s college handbook states its annual theme on Page 128 as “Conservation of Resources on the Campus”. EvenMalhar 2016 had witnessed significant deviations in the screening process of events. One of the organizers of Malhar last year revealed that in anall-OC (Organiser in Charge)



“Signs indicate that the potential impositions of including social cause approaches in future fests could indeed become mainstream.” meet with the faculty managing team, Prof. Aggie had demanded that in order for events to get approved, each event either ought to have been a social cause initiative, or be an entirely new event. In the absence of any of these, the entire event would have to be reworked. “This rule applied for all departments,” said the organizer. Signs indicate that the potential impositions of including social cause approachesin future fests could indeed become mainstream. Having said that, this may not necessarily be viewed asa burden. “The social cause initiative has increased much more in Ithaka and in almost every fest over this entire year,” Sanjana Menon added.“It’s really great because we’re combining fest-related work with social cause initiatives and attempts to bring about a change in that regard.”



Of Research Papers And Warm Goodbyes! Asmita Kuvalekar [email protected] The Life Science department organised Biowaves Symposium was held on the 7th of January, 2017 at St. Xavier’s College, Mumbai. The event saw St. Xaviers’ alumni return as masters in various fields of research and study. Head of the Life Sciences department, Dr.Nandita Mangalore and Prof.Gulshan Shaikh officially inaugurated the event post which Dr.RichaRikhy, Dr.NishadMatange, Dr.Vainav Patel, Dr. Amar Ghaisas and PallavPatankar expounded on topics ranging from ATP generators to biochemical pathways and ISHKonnect study. The event also saw Dr. Sam Taraporevala release the annual department magazine ‘Lignum Vitae’ – both in print and Braille. However, heart whelming was rousing farewell the event turned out to be for Prof.Radiya PachaGupta, who retires after a wholesome 23 years of teaching at St. Xavier’s. All of the eminent speakers of the event were her ex-students who ended their paper presentations with a fond note of reminiscence ofProf. Gupta. It was after the vote of thanks however thatthe



farewell aspect of the event kicked in with full gusto. All the students at the venue, along with the teachers present burst into choreographed moves, to the tunes of Prof. Gupta’s favourite songs. The event ended with the TY Life Science students presenting Prof. Radiya with a handmade sketch and scrapbook. The farewell was



organised by Second Year students of the Life Science department and Prof. Ruby Pavri. When asked what she must’ve thought of their performance, Ira Godbole, a SY Life Science student quips, “She was so happy. She didn’t stop smiling, possibly because all the teachers were dancing too!”
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MELANGE Singing The Blues Monica Moses [email protected]



L



ife’s tough. Aretha knew it well. So did Presley. Life’s tougher in our times, messier still. Even today, Saying a Little Prayer or grooving to the Jailhouse Rock, helps us sail through just fine. And one person, seems to have understood that perfectly well. Besides the celebrated Furtados Music store opposite Metro cinema, rests another quaint little music store decorated with its proud display of music CDs. Established by brothers Lazarus and James Rodricks, this music store, CF Rodricks and Sons, has been selling Konkani and English music CDs for the past 25 years. But the store isn’t recognised for either of these virtues; it’s the wonderfully blaring loud speaker that cheers up one too many pedestrians that stands as the store’s USP. The brothers have been loyal promoters of the art



Continued from Page 1.



of listening to music through CDs and, till date, generate most of their income through their sale of CDs. The Rodricks brothers are Goan and have maintained strong connections to their roots through their business endeavours. The brothers manage the store in shifts – James mans the store during the afternoons and brother Lazarus, in the evenings until 8 pm. In conversation with Lazarus Rodricks, his passion for music shines through, peppered with concern over the alarming transformation of the music industry. When asked about the origins of their business and their yearning to proliferate Konkani music, he says, “Konkani music is in our blood, Goan blood! It remains an integral part of our lives.” Why dish out popular songs of the eras gone by during busy hours? That too on a loudspeaker? “There’s no reason per say. Some passers-by come around and listen to the music, if they like it, they buy it.” Marketing gimmick this.



One can’t help but wonder why the Rodricks brothers have uninhibitedly continued with their fading business of selling music CDs.A strongly opiated Lazarus Rodricks says, “According to me, if you listen to our music out here, you’ll understand it better.” The music they sell is all digitally recorded in studios and consist of the best selections, a factor that the Rodricks brothers are unwilling to compromise on, especially in an industry that, today, possesses very few filters on the quality of musical content that is being consumed. However, he admits that they have recently begun selling music through pen drives as well, but only on the request of customers. As we take our leave, he sheepishly tells us to pen an article good enough to add more students to his customer base. If you still have trouble with finding CF Rodricks and Sons, it’s probably the only store playing Christmas carols still, on its loudspeakers around town!



The Cleanliness Committee



They also have the authority to report those who refuse to obey the rules and in extreme cases of misconduct by the offenders, the volunteers are authorized to confiscate ID cards as well..(report) At the end of the week they have to present a report of their duties.



The Cleanliness Committee eventually hopes to ingrain a sense of responsibility and accountability with respect to cleanliness on campushopes that students will be more responsible and cautious when they know that there is someone to remind them of their accountability towards maintaining the cleanliness in college. For a week’s worth of volunteering that amounts to 10 hours on an averageg, 5 SIP hours are offered by the Sociology Department. Each team member keeps a check on their volunteers to ensure smooth functioning and proper execution to meet the desired results. All students are free to volunteer, and there are no required prerequisite qualifications. As of now, a registration sheet has been circulated only in Sociology lectures, this being the deterrent in attracting more attention to this initiative. So far, not much has been done to publicise the initiative and the Committee is making newfound efforts to include students from all streams by putting up posters and charts. With more timeIn due course of time, the committee wants to extend its scope to include the XIMR as well asas the Commerce sections of college. Ms.



Raijada says, “The idea is to have volunteers from every unit on campus so as to ensure all-round cleanliness at all times.” (posters/charts) The college fFaculty has also been included in the effort. The committee hasreceived constant patronage from Ms. Annapurna from the Statistics Department as its advisor and has also tied up with the BMM as well asand the BMS faculty. Appointed faculty members undertake random checks in the canteen kitchen to ensure an allinclusive cleanliness. The Cleanliness Committee eventually hopes to



ingrain a sense of responsibility and accountability with respect to cleanliness on campushopes that students will be more responsible and cautious when they know that there is someone to remind them of their accountability towards maintaining the cleanliness in college. Eventually, the Committee wants to ingrain this attitude in students. . As Committee member Rebecca Shibu says, “It’s not just about having your food in the right place or throwing your plates (in the right spot) but about having a positive environment in college.”



Bollywood orchestra. St. Xavier’s College. 1986. The same year saw the Sangeet Mandal and the Sahitya Mandal merge into the 55 year old Natya Mandal to form the Sahitya, Sangeet and NatyaAkademi. Fifteen years down the line, the same Akademi was christened ‘Antas’. The Bollywood orchestra held in the first quadrangle of our college campus marked this milestone event, on the 1st of December, 2016.



LEISURE A Rip In The System



Y



YOU MIGHT HAVE MISSED



Sneaky Wordsmith [email protected]



ou arrive at the college gates just as the morning bell rings, allowing a quick “Good morning” to the watchmen before rushing past towards your classroom. Before you can do so, however, the watchman stops you and points at a tiny sign besides the main gate. You turn your head and read ‘No ripped jeans allowed’ in miniscule handwriting. You looked down at your own pants, newly purchased from your favourite store, artfully slashed around the knees. “Ye abhi allowed nahihai. Aapko malum nahi?” The watchman says. You have only just returned from a vacation and have never heard of this new rule before. None of your friends have mentioned it either. Slightly embarrassed, you shake your head. The watchman looks pitifully at you, then says, “Abhi fine bharo.” Heart sinking, you open up your bag to remove your wallet. *** The next day you stand in front of the mirror, critically analyzing your new pair of pants. You meticulously check for even a single rip on your jeans, and once satisfied, make your way to college. As you pass through the same gate again, the watchman barely glances at you, and you smile triumphantly on your way to class. *** After another weary day of lectures, you make



your way down the Hogwarts staircase towards the canteen. Turns out that almost everyone had found out about the new rule only through a newspaper article, and so a number of students had already been fined. Suddenly, your foot slips on the stair and you fall flat on your face! A sharp pain spreads across your right leg, and you turn around to see a long tear on your new pants. The culprit, a tiny exposed nail, sits innocuously in its place, barely visible unless one looks for it. The new slash, however, is conspicuous as can be, looking up at you in an almost mocking fashion. You sigh, and get back up with the help of a few passersby. There was nothing to be done anymore except acknowledge defeat and make your way to Anna’s for a soothing cup of tea. Perhaps the money you’ll be paying will make its way to the poor who are apparently offended by your dressing style.



ONE OF THOSE THINGS Illustration by Avinash Nongrum
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January Newsletter.pdf 

Our monthly Buffalo Wild. Wings get together ... games, Jiu Jitsu lessons, Nerf gun wars,. s'mores and movies. ... January Newsletter.pdf. January Newsletter.pdf.
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january 

BOARDâ€‹(Individual Admission Tickets will be issued to the candidates by post ... TRADESMAN AUTOMOBILE/HEAT ENGINES TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
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January 2012 

David Wasserman, 2011 https://picasaweb.google.com/105523032634882517731. Devonian Gardens, Alberta. April 2012. Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday. Friday. Saturday. Sunday. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. Good Friday. 7. 8. Easter Sunday. 9. Easter Monday. 10.
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January 2009 

Jan 1, 2009 - Syllabus Changes. Math Pre-Test. (Quiz) ... using Dimensional. Analysis. Intro to Mole. Formula Mass. Mole to Gram. Conversions. 25. 26. 27 ... SCS.3.c ~ Collect, organize and record appropriate data. SCS.4.a ~ Develop and ...
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January 2017 

Start Day (1=Sun., 2=Mon.): 1. Knights Lunch Menu. January ... Apple or Banana. Peaches and Yogurt. Grapes ... Berries and Yogurt. Pears. Baked Apples. Kiwi.
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January, 2010 

Jan 1, 2010 - phone call or email could help save .... through the resort's wireless network. ..... Business: Bruce Mc Clure (Sandia National Labs) and May ...
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20151215_Notts_Wildlife_Trust_Advertising Poster-January ... 

20151215_Notts_Wildlife_Trust_Advertising Poster-January-June2016.pdf. 20151215_Notts_Wildlife_Trust_Advertising Poster-January-June2016.pdf. Open.
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January Newspaper.pdf 

gum. Chloe: lots of stuff. Sarah: candy canes. Sophia: candy cane. Jori: crunch bar and. mints. Kiaza: a selfie stick. Did you get any. coal for Christmas: Tim: no.
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january 

Jan 13, 2016 - Apple iPhone 6s+ 16GB. $749.99. $649.99 ... Android 5.1(Lollipop). 129.99 ... screen protector options & don't forget. Memory! 16GB. $34.99.
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january issue.pdf 

Page 1 of 20. The Chronicle@ Kettle Run. Volume 9 Issue 5 7403 Academic Ave., Nokesville, VA 20181 January 2017. Check Us. Out Online! Success of. Joey Moore. Page 7. Yearbook. Recognition. Page 4. Look Back. at 2016. Page 10. State. Bound? Page 16 A
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26 January 2018 

Jan 26, 2018 - TRUE. BUY. 8.25. 6.60. (4,442). 395. 0.20. -. 0.13. -. 0.01. n.m.. n.m.. n.m.. 557.5. 1.6. 1.4. 0.0%. 0.0%. ADVANC. BUY. 230.00. 193.00. 30,125.
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